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How Well Do You Know Your Classmates
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Across

1. His red jacket and mustache is what he 

will be mostly remembered for.

4. BFF with the sass machine

5. Fiesty and sarcastic, this person is a 

sweetheart with a projected voice and opinion

7. Has a strong love for her animals

14. Funny, sarcastic and punny

17. This singer is strangely attracted to 

horror.

18. This guy really likes Rush

19. Always well dressed with a unique beard.

20. Wandering off the Journalism 

program,she became one of us.

26. Everybody's friend.

27. She comes off as always happy with a 

positive outlook on life

28. I am sweet and innocent at first glance 

butget to know me and god, you'll hate my 

sass

29. Religious larper, he is known for his punny 

self

30. His severe weight loss almost had us in 

tears in semester 1

31. Only one in class with a double 

double-u(W)-(Add initials of his surname)

Down

2. She touched our hearts with her blog 

about the struggles of re-adjusting into the 

single life.

3. From Alliston, Ontario, he loves 

videogames

6. She has a background in animation.

8. He refers to himself as an annoying music 

know-it-all, but is the class sweetheart with 

his fun & friendly self.

9. Known for her youtube channels and 

stunning voice.(Add initials of her surname)

10. Winner of the SPINE fiction and 

non-fiction awards.

11. A salty side that makes everyone his 

friend despite his intimidating beard.

12. This 21-year-old loves comics and is 

always fun to talk to.

13. Very outspoken for her love of sleep 

andhas an incredibly big heart

15. Irrational love and hate for Nicholas 

Cage.

16. Geeky and sweet, she can be shy and 

reserved but still fun to be around.

21. This bubbly cutie loves books, cats and 

painting

22. Known for her yummy cocktail and firm 

handshakes

23. He describes himself as a professional 

juggler.

24. Always correcting her name.

25. He is the class softy with 'fake' anger 

issues


